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CONTRIBUTIONS OF DOUBLE-A AND OTHER TUO-NUCLEON

MECHANISMS TO PIONIC PION PRODUCTION ON THE DEUTERON

L.-C. Liu, R. S. Bhalerao, and E. Piasetzky
Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. INTRODUCTION

Pion-induced single-pion production in complex nuclei is of

fundamental theoretical interest since it provides a new means to study the

pion field inside a nucleus. On a free nu~ieon, the pionic pion production

threshold is at an incident pion kinetic energy of Tn = 170 MeV. In a

nucleus, owing to simple kinematic reasons, the threshold for pion

production is shifted downward as the mass of the nucleus increases.

Consequently, we expect that the (II,2n)reaction can have appreciable cross

sections even at pion energies -30(.)MeV, an energy domain accessible at

LAMFF.

We choose to first study the reaction v-d + n+~-nn for the following

reasons: (1) the deuteron provides the simplest nuclear environment in

which pion production involving more than one nucleon can occur; (2) the

internal structure of the deuteron has been extensively studied; (3) since

the deuteron Is a loosely bound system, the medium modification of the

basic production amplitude due to the presence of the other nucleon is

expected to be minimal; (4) the basic production process w-p + w+v-nn has

the largest cross section among all nN + IHIN processes in the energy dumain

we are Interested in; and, finally, (5) since the double-charge-exchange

reaction (W-,W+) ciinnot occur on a deuteron, the detection of a W+

represents the signature of thu pion production; consequently, a single-arm

detection system can be used in the initial phase of experimental studies

to achieve higher counting rates. (The above discussion equally applles to

the mirror reaction n+d + n“w+pp.)

In th~ dtwteron, the simplest pion production mechanism is the

quasifree process in which the pion Is produced on a single nucleon, with

the second nucleon acting as a spectator (Fig. la). More interesting

mechanisms, however, are those in which both the nucleons are actively

involved, as shown in Figs. lb to ld. In atiditlon,there exist higher-

order twu-nucleon processes involving both nN and NN rescatterlngs,At T* >



. .

250 14eV,there is evidence that the basic production could proceed via

Intermediate mN- and mm-resonances, including the A(1232) resonance

(Fig. 2).1-2 Considering the fact that the nN rescattering can also proceed

through the formation of a A(1232), we then have a situation in which two

A(1232) can be simultaneously present. Recently, G. E. Brown et al. have

proposed a double-A model to explain certain features of pion abs~rption by

nuclei.3 It seems useful to further examine this mechanism by use of other

nuclear reactions, such as the w-d + n+n-nn reaction. In this report, we

only briefly describe our calculations of the diagrams shown in Figs. la

ao~ lb. We have also unitted the distortion of the ‘ncoming pion wave.

This approximation should not affect our conclusion concerning the relative

importance of the two diagrans studied.

11. CALCULATIONS

In the plane-wave Born approximation of Fig. la, the double

differential?cross section in the cm. system corresponding to detecting

the n+ at a given energy and a given angle can be written as:

.
d2u

dul dcosOl = KJ& J= (d.:z~cosqi)..

where the subscripts 1 and 4 refer, respectively, to n+ and the spectator

neutron, and K is a kinematical factor. The quantities denoted with * are

defined in the center-of-mass frame of the n-p system, and JE (dwl/dwl*)X

(dcosol/dcoso~) is the Jacobian of transformation. The P and v‘ are the

spin projections of the neutrons and the v and A are, respectively, the

spin projections of the proton and the deuteron. 4 is the wave function of
the d~uteron, and ~ is the momentum variable. In the nonrelativistic

llmlt, ~ ■ %to + ~4, with to being the camo momentum in the wd systemo

Calculated cross sections show~ in this report are based on the deuteron



wave function of Ref. 4. Use of other deuteron wave functions has led to

esse~tially Identical results.

We have used experimental d2u/d~cos& of the reaction n-p + r+w-nn as

the Input to our calculations a~~dhave parameter~zed them according to:

d2u/d; dcos6=
(

\~P)ij (i)i(COS6)~ xPh3&cos6), (i,j=O,1,2). (2)
/

where Ph3 is the three-body phase space integr~t@d ~~er the other va~’iables

and ~ is the invariant mass of tfien-p system. Since the experimental

double differential cross sections are uveraged over the spin of the

nuclcons, the use of Eq. 2 also requires the introduction of an appropriate

spin average in Eq. 1. When both the diagrams of Figs. la and lb are

Included, the differential cross sections are given by

Here, we use Ui = (t? + M:)*, (i = 1,2), and Ej = (if + M2)$, (j = 3,4)

to denote, respectively, the pion and nucleon energ{es in the final state.

M Is the total energy of the nd system and is given by U = (~~ + ~)~ +

(i: + M:)% . Further, Tutu denotes the w+n scattering amplitud~. The

momentum variable of the detiteronwave function Is 6’ = %~o + ~4’, One

can show th~t this expression reduces to Eq. 1 when the rescattering term

Is absent. An exact ovaluatlon of Eq. 3 requ!res the knowledge of the

phast of che productlw amplltude Mvtv. Since we are using experimental

cross sections to ~nf~r M, we have neglected the phas~ of NIV and c8rried

out the spin average over MVlv. As a further stmpllflcatltm, we have

calculated the rescatterlng using on-shell geometry. This approximation

mfght be justified by the fa~t that the &verage teparatlon betw~en tne two

nucleons In the deuteron Is large compared to the range of wN scattering.



Results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 3. The solid curves

re.resent cross sections obtained from a four-body phase-space calc~lation,

assuming !?vlvx Q = constant. The other four curves are based on Eqs. 1

and 2, the quasifree model, and correspond to the cross sections calculated

with COSC)l = 0.75 (the dashed curve), 0.25 (the dot-dashed curve), -0.25

(the dotted curve), and -0.75 (the crossed curve), respectively. We note

that the phase-space result is independent of Cosel. The solid curve has

been normalized to yield the same total production cross section as

obtained with the quasifree model. k’ith respect. to the phase-space

calculation, use of the quasifree model shifts the maximum of the cross

sections to a higher value of Tl, the kinetic energy of n+ in the four-body

corn. system. The shift is bigger for smaller values of on+ (denotedQl).

The differential cross sections predicted by the quasifree model at

T. = 256 MeV agree fairly well with the preliminary data obtained at LAMPF

(~xp. 783, LAMPF-MIT-Tel-Aviv collaboration). The inclusion of n+n

rescattering increases calculated cross sections, The increase is bigger

for smaller values of Cosol. For Cosol = +0.75, calculated cross sections

are, respectively, Increased by about 4 and 6“ at 256 and 331 Me’J. For

.Cosei = -0.75, the m+n rescattering increases cross sectiocs in the region

where there is a maximum by about 20 and 30% at 256 and 331 MeV,

respectively. Theoretical results based on the use of microscopic theories

for the basic mN + nTINprocess and on full calculations of all the diagrams

shcwn in Fig. 1 wI1l be given elsewhere.

Since the average energy for VN rescattering ~t 256 and 331 MeV is

equivalent to free pion-nucleon scattering at piorIenergies between 60 and

100 *V, which are well below the A(1232) resonance energy, it seems useful

t] study ttw &r-d+ W+n-nn reacclon at higher energies to look for a more

clear signature of the double-6 mechanism.

This work Is supported by U.S.O.O.E., Division of Nuc;e?r Physics.
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Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to the reaction n-d v n+n-nnb (a) Born

approximation; (b) II production followe4 by nN re~catterin9; (c) ~

production followed by NN reseat.tering;and (d) deuteron breakup followed

by w production. In all dlagrdms, fldis the wave matrix for the distortion

of p!on wave, the open circle is the dpn vertex, the shaded ‘ircle is the

production amplitude. arid the solid circle Is the IIN or NN scattering

amplitude.
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Fig, 3. Oouble-differentialcross section for the reaction u-d + n+n-nn at Tn.

= 256 and 331 heV. The quantities T and 5 denote, respectively, the

klnetlc energy and the sollrl angle of n+ In the cm. frame of the four.

body system. The meaning of the curves Is given In the text.


